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Lecture: MWF 1:00 pm -1:59 pm w Classroom: Room 2060, VLS Building w Office: 479 Barrows Hall w Office Hours: M & W 4:30 pm - 5:30pm 

 
 
SOC 180C 

COMPARATIVE CULTURES 
 
Szonja Ivester 
Email: szonja@berkeley.edu 
Website: http://sociology.berkeley.edu/visiting-faculty/szonja-ivester 
Office Hours Sign Up: https://www.wejoinin.com/sheets/lajwl 

 
 
 
What this Course is About 
Is America different from other developed nations?  Attempts to answer this question are frequently lumped 
together under the concept of “American exceptionalism.”   Scholars use this term when describing various 
characteristics – such as individualism, egalitarianism, and religious fervor – that distinguish the United States 
from its European forebears.  The notion of exceptionalism is, of course, not only a descriptive term.  It is also an 
ideology.  After all, many versions of the exceptionalism thesis suggest that America is empowered with a special 
role in world affairs due to its resources, national character, and (even) divine providence.   Implied by this view is 
that America is not only different from the rest of the world but is, in fact, superior.  In this class, we will critically 
evaluate many versions of American exceptionalism by comparing the United States to its European peers.  
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Readings 
You do not have to purchase any books or course readers for this class.  The main ideas will be communicated in 
lectures as well as through required readings, the latter of which will be posted at our class website.  Please note 
that required readings are not merely recommended: they are, in fact, required.  The expectation is that you 
complete them before coming to class so that we can have informed discussions and lively debates.  It goes without 
saying that you will be tested on these readings in weekly quizzes, as well as in your take-home papers.  
 
You will notice that the number of assignments in this class are, perhaps, somewhat smaller than in other classes.  
This is to compensate for the volume of reading that you will be asked to complete during the semester.  So, while 
you may be writing somewhat less, you will be reading more than in your other classes.  The more you read, the 
more you learn – it is as simple as that. 
 
 

Course Requirements 
During the semester, you will be required to complete weekly quizzes and write several essay-like papers.    
 
Quizzes (10%): Class attendance will benefit you in several ways.  Primarily, your understanding of the course 
material will be enhanced from double exposure to the material (in class as well as through readings).  Second, 
you are responsible for all information presented in class even on days that you are absent.  I will not take roll call 
at every class.  Instead, attendance will be monitored though weekly quizzes.  Beginning with the third week of 
classes, these will be posted at our class website each Friday (right after class).  They will cover the material that 
we discussed and/or read about during the week.  You will have 24 hours to complete the quiz online. Each quiz 
will present you with 5 multiple choice/true or false questions.  The questions will be straightforward – you should 
have no problems answering them if you have completed the required readings and were present in class.  The 
expectation is that you do these quizzes on your own: you are not permitted to assist others, nor are you allowed 
to receive assistance from others, in answering quiz questions. You may take your online quiz whenever it is most 
convenient to you, but you must observe the 24-hour rule.  Please note that the deadline for these quizzes will not 
be extended for any reason, including human error.  There will be no makeup quizzes, but two of your lowest quiz 
scores will be dropped in calculating your final grade.  The two dropped quizzes are not a gift from me to you.  
They are there to mitigate the effects of such things as illness, job interviews, exam preparation for other 
classes/grad school applications, visiting parents, technical mistakes, or simple human error on your grades.  Please 
use dropped quizzes wisely.   
 
 
An important note on class participation: Class starts at 1:10 and ends at 1:59. Please do not come to class late as 
this creates a distraction for those who are participating.  If your schedule regularly does not permit you to be in 
class from beginning to end, please do not register for this class. 
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Short Paper Assignments (90%): You will be asked to write four short papers in this class.  These papers may take 
the form of a short essay, they may require that you define key terms and illustrate them with specific examples 
discussed in class, or you might be asked to review and comment on the work of one or more scholars.  Rules for 
these short paper assignments are as follows:  
 

1. I will post your assignment prompt one week ahead of the deadline. You will then have 7 days to complete 
your work.  Your final paper must be posted inside your assignment folder no later than 11:59 pm on 
deadline day.  ABSOLUTELY NO EXTENSIONS will be possible.  You will receive 0 points on your paper if 
we do not see your entire assignment inside the assignment folder by the deadline.   

 
2. You will be posting your papers in your assignment folder on bCourses.  Technical problems will not be 

accepted as an excuse for late submissions, nor will I accept hard copies or emailed copies of your work.  
It is your responsibility to make sure that you have Internet access and that you are sufficiently familiar 
with bCourses to submit your work. If you need assistance with this, please contact Educational 
Technology Services (https://www.ets.berkeley.edu/services-facilities/bcourses). 

 
3. These papers must be the result of your own work.  While you may discuss the substantive content of your 

assignment with other students, you are ultimately responsible for making sure that what you submit to 
us is your very own original work.  To encourage you in this regard, we will require you to submit your 
work to Turnitin - an online application that checks for the originality of your written work.  All papers 
with a score of 10% or higher will be closely scrutinized for possible plagiarism.  If you are not familiar 
with the meaning of plagiarism, I strongly encourage you to read this document: 
http://www.plagiarism.org/article/what-is-plagiarism.  

 
4. Your assignment must be entirely in your own words. This is the best way for you to demonstrate that you 

have command over the class material.  What does this mean?  You will not be permitted to use direct 
quotations and you will be required to describe, paraphrase, and translate other people’s ideas/research 
in your work. 

 
5. You cannot consult with me in the writing of these take-home assignments.  I am happy to answer 

technical questions about these papers, but I will not respond to queries related to substance.   
 

6. As is the case with all the assignments in this class, you will be expected to show full command of the 
material that you have learned in this class (readings, lectures, class discussions).  Be sure to incorporate 
these into your essays to demonstrate that you are learning from them.  It is, of course, perfectly fine to 
bring into your essay material that you have learned in other classes.  However, do this only after you 
have demonstrated learning in Sociology 180c.  My job as a teacher in this class is to evaluate how much 
you have learned in this class, not how much raw intelligence you have overall. 
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7. These papers are not designed to test for creativity in answers.  Creativity in a class like ours is notoriously 
difficult to grade.  We will use these short papers simply to evaluate your mastery of the material covered 
in this class. 

 
8. I do not grade on the basis of effort.  The only thing that matters in these exams is results: have you 

demonstrated that you have learned the material that has been presented to you in class?   
 

9. I will drop the lowest of your four paper scores in calculating your final grade.  As is the case with the 
quizzes, the dropped essay grade is not a gift from me to you.  It is there to mitigate the effects of such 
things as illness, job interviews, exam preparation for other classes/grad school applications, visiting 
parents, technical mistakes, or simple human error on your grades.  Please use your dropped paper grade  
wisely.   

 
The dates for these assignments are as follows; please put them on your calendar now: 
 

Paper #1: Friday, February 22nd by 11:59 pm 
Paper #2: Friday, March 15th by 11:59 pm 
Paper #3: Friday, April 12th by 11:59 pm 
Paper #4: Friday, May 3rd by 11:59 pm 

 
Please note that I do not offer alternative dates or times for these papers.   If these dates (or times) do not fit 
into your schedule, please do not register for Sociology 180c this semester.  
 

Course Grades 
Grading – an uncanny manifestation of the urge to quantify the unquantifiable – will be based on: (1) your weekly 
quizzes, and (2) the quality of your short take-home papers.  In assigning final grades, I will use the following basic 
scheme.  Please take a good look at this distribution because it may differ from what you are used to in other 
classes.  Please also note that I will not curve the class.  
   

A 94 – 99.99%   C 74 – 76.99% 
A- 90 – 93.99%   C- 70 – 73.99%  
B+ 87 – 89.99%   D+ 67 – 69.99% 
B 84 – 86.99%   D 64 – 66.99% 
B- 80 – 83.99%   D-  61 – 63.99% 
C+ 77 – 79.99%   F 00 – 60.99% 

 
 
Is it possible to obtain an A+ in this class?  Absolutely!  In this grade-inflated world of ours I’m not opposed to 
awarding students an A+ for exceptional work.  To do so, however, you need to earn 100 or more points (overall) 
in the class.  There will be no extra credit work assigned in Sociology 180c, so the only way to secure an A+ is to 
turn in superior work consistently throughout the semester.   

If you are taking the class 
for P/NP, you must earn at 
least a C- if you want a 
passing grade in Soc 180c. 
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How Can You Do Well in This Class?   
Comparative Cultures was not designed to be a particularly difficult class.  To do well in the course, however, will 
require consistent work and attention on your part.   Here are some suggestions for doing well in the course: 
	

1.  Attend class.  By design, attendance and participation are two vital components of this course.   While I do 
not directly grade you on participation (by taking a roll call at each class), coming to lecture regularly is important 
if you want to do well on tests, pop quizzes, assignments, and exams.   You will be expected to integrate lecture 
materials into all graded work.  Please do not take this class if you cannot attend regularly. 

 
2.  Don’t just sit in the classroom; come to lecture in mind as well as in body.  Come prepared by completing the 
required readings ahead of time.  These will give you a good understanding and base knowledge of the topics 
that we will cover during lecture.  Participate and ask questions.  Active participation in class forces you to focus 
your attention and limit outside and internal distractions.   
 
3.  Put your face in my face.  This is a large survey class and, as a result, I will be doing a fair amount of lecturing 
during the semester.  However, I very much welcome class participation.  In fact, class participation makes 
learning a great deal more enjoyable for everyone.  Help me get to know you by participating in class, by talking 
to me after lectures, and by visiting me during office hours.   
 
4. Sign up for office hours.  I hold office hours on Mondays and Wednesdays from 4:30 pm until 5:30 pm when 
classes are in session.  For an appointment, please sign up at wejoinin.com (you will find the link on the front 
page of our bCourses website).  If you cannot make it to either of these office hours, please drop me a note 
(szonja@berkeley.edu) so we can set up an alternative time to meet.  If life gets in the way of your work, please 
do not wait until the last week of the semester to let me know about your struggles.  Make an appointment, 
come see me, let’s talk about your concerns before it is too late.  Please also use academic advisors made 
available to you by the Department, as well as by the University.   We are here to help you succeed, but we can 
only do this effectively if you come to us with your worries in a timely fashion. 

 
5. Take your short paper assignments seriously.  Make sure that you do all the work that is required from you 
to complete each take-home paper.  Write clearly and connect your argument to materials that we have 
consulted in readings and/or in class. Think about the work in front of you and use your brilliant analytic skills 
to craft a vibrant, interesting, and lively response. Support everything you say with empirical evidence from 
readings, lectures, and class discussions.  Show me that you are learning by incorporating into your work material 
that I have shared with you during the semester. 
 
6. Do the required readings.  I will rarely go over required readings in lectures, but they are there for a reason 
and you must read them if you want to do well in the course.  Your short paper assignments will specifically test 
your understanding of the reading materials, and you will be expected to work them into your final exam.  If you 
are having problems understanding these readings, please come and see me. 
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7. Turn in work on time.  All the assignments have firm deadlines associated with them.  Put these deadlines on 
your calendar at the beginning of the semester and be sure to meet them.  Don’t wait until the last minute to 
submit your work.  Give yourself plenty of time for possible technical errors, Internet slowdowns, system 
overloads, and human error.  When submitting work online, always double check to make sure that contribution 
is in your assignment folder.  If it is not in your folder, we cannot grade it and you will receive a 0 on your work.   
 
8. Take good notes in class.  I will post lecture slides, but only in a rudimentary form.   It is very important that 
you learn to take good lecture notes and that you rely on your notes, not the posted slides, for the basis of your 
quizzes and take-home papers.  If you miss a class, be sure to borrow someone else’s lecture notes to keep up 
with the material covered.  Please note, also, that it is inappropriate to share lecture notes with anyone beyond 
this class.  Do not post lecture notes (either your own or my posted lecture slides) on a third-party website.  
Doing so is a violation of copyright law.   
 

 
 
Appealing a Grade   
 
Social science research has repeatedly shown that grades have absolutely no direct effect on people’s career or 
their earnings capacity (https://www.jstor.org/stable/pdf/2092789.pdf).  This notwithstanding, I understand that 
grades are important to you.  Consequently, if you are not happy with your grade on any of our class assignments, 
I will support you in a fair and consistent review process.  Please report all errors in writing, no later than one 
week after the grade is posted at our class website.  It is your responsibility to keep an eye on posted grades and 
it is also your responsibility to report errors in a timely fashion.  If you don’t contact me within a week, the grade 
will become part of your permanent record.  I will not accept late appeals.  How do you appeal a grade?  The 
following description pertains principally to grade appeals on essay exams, but the same logic applies to all other 
grade appeals as well.  Look at them, take them seriously, and follow them.  Here’s what you need to do step-by-
step: 
	

1.  Look over your work carefully.  Don’t do this immediately after receiving a grade.  Give yourself a bit of time 
to deal with the blow of not having received the grade that you desired.  Some distance helps you see your work 
in a slightly more objective light.  When you come back to the paper, try to see it from the viewpoint of an 
outsider.  Pretend, as much as possible, that you are the grader.  Better still, if you are appealing an essay grade, 
use our grading rubric and self-grade your work.  
 

I hold the copyright to all my lectures and course materials.  My copyright includes your notes and 
summaries that substantially reflect my lectures or materials.  These materials are made available to 
you only for personal use by you and you may not distribute or reproduce the materials without my 
express written consent. 
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2.  As you evaluate the grade that you received, please pay special attention to the comments that your grader 
left for you in your assignment folder.  Look at the grading rubric (not just the one that is attached to your 
assignment in your assignment folder, but also the detailed one that I share with you when I release the grades 
to the class.)  Make sure that you understand what I expected from you on the exam.  Remember: re-grade 
requests are not an opportunity for you to voice disagreement with our grading rubric, but a chance for you to 
point to serious errors that we have made in applying our rubric to your work. 
 
3.  Prepare a brief (250 words or fewer) typed document detailing why you think your grade is inaccurate.  (Did 
we misunderstand you?  If so, direct our attention to the place/s in the exam where you explain yourself.)  A re-
grade request is not an opportunity for you to re-write the assignment.  Rather, your task here is to point to clear 
and convincing evidence that, given our rubric, we have made a serious error in evaluating your exam.   

 
4.  Place your grade appeal in my Departmental mailbox (in Room 410, Barrows Hall) no later than one week 
after grades are released to the class.  Do not leave re-grade requests under my office door as these may get 
lost (many of us use the office and, occasionally, it is also cleaned so there are lots of opportunities for papers 
under the door to be mislaid.)  I will not accept emailed requests for a re-grade.  In re-grading your work, I reserve 
the right to increase or decrease the number of points that were awarded to you on the work.  
 
5.  I’m happy to meet with you to discuss your exam results and I’m eager to assist you in any way that I can so 
that you can shine in this class.  Please note, however, that I will not consider re-grade requests in person, nor 
will I give you advice on whether you should submit your work for a grade appeal.  This decision must be entirely 
your own. 
 
 

Class Policies and Course Citizenship 
 
Classes are learning communities.  As such, we must abide by a set of rules, norms, and expectations for our 
community to operate effectively, harmoniously, and fairly.  Here are some University and classroom policies that 
you need to keep in mind during the semester: 
 

1. Correspondence Etiquette: Email has developed into an informal medium.  I encourage you to treat class 
emails as you would any formal correspondence.  Imagine that you are speaking directly to your recipient when 
you write an email, and monitor the content, tone, and attitude of your message accordingly.  Among other 
things, this will require you to do simple things, like capitalizing letters when they should be capitalized, 
providing a salutation (like, “Dear Szonja”), and signing your full name.   You are welcome to address me in any 
of the following ways you’re most comfortable: “Szonja,” “Dr. Ivester,” “Professor Ivester,” or “Professor Szonja.”  
However, please stay away from “Ma’am,” “Ms.” or “Mrs.” as they are inappropriate forms of address in an 
academic setting.  “Hey” is no way to start an email message to your professor.  I am not your buddy, so please 
don’t dude me. 
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2. Classroom Behavior:  I ask that you respect our classroom community by arriving on time and not leaving 
before the lecture is over.  Our class meets for 50 minutes at a time.  Coming and going during lecture is 
distracting to others and disrespectful towards me.  Please refrain from it.  Do not use the classroom to catch up 
on sleep, consume your lunch, or complete homework for another class. Be mindful of the presence of others.  It 
is perfectly fine for you to share a brief idea with the person sitting next to you during lecture and, of course, I 
always welcome questions and comments in class.   However, incessant chatting with your neighbor (especially 
on topics that are unrelated to the class) is incredibly distracting to the rest of us, so please don’t do it. 
 
3. No laptops, tablets, or smartphones may be used in class.  There is, by now, a large body of research which 
shows that using laptops in class reduces understanding of the class material not only for those who use them, 
but also for surrounding students as well.  Bring a paper notebook and a pen or a pencil with you every time you 
come to class.  If you violate my no-technology rule, I will ask you to leave the classroom.  If you have a 
documented disability that requires the use of a laptop computer, please see me as soon as possible so we can 
make the necessary arrangements. 

 
4. Be honest.  Understand and follow the Berkeley Honor Code.  Cheating and other violations of academic 
integrity (e.g., plagiarism) will be dealt with per University policy.  It is important that you understand what 
constitutes cheating on quizzes, papers, and the exam.  You are responsible for knowing and acting in accordance 
with University policy (you can brush on this policy here: https://teaching.berkeley.edu/berkeley-honor-code).  If 
you cheat in this class I will not only fail you on the assignment, but will also report you to the University.  
Cheating on a quiz will result in you failing the entire class participation component of your final grade.   
 
5. An Agreement: By registering for this course, you acknowledge and accept that you have read this class 
guidebook.  Everything that is in this guidebook or is presented in lectures is fair game for quizzes and/or 
examinations.   It is your responsibility to be aware of assignments and changes to the syllabus, regardless of 
whether these are discussed in class or posted at our class website.  Tardiness and absence are not acceptable 
excuses for not knowing about these.   
 
 

Class Website   
I have set up a bCourses website for this class.  You can find here a copy of our syllabus, PDF files of our required 
readings (under “Modules”), as well as handouts and lecture notes (also under “Modules”).  This is also where you 
will find announcements from me and it is also the place where you can keep an eye on your grades throughout 
the semester.   Please make sure that you are familiar with our class website and please visit the site often.    
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Get a Study Buddy 
Sometimes it is nice to have a friend in the class who can help you when you miss a lecture and/or when you do 
not fully understand an assignment.  Please find one or two such study buddies so that you can keep up with our 
class material.  
 
 

 
Name: 
 
Contact information (email & mobile #): 
 

 
 
Name: 
 
Contact information (email & mobile #) 
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Lecture Schedule for Sociology 180c 
 

LECTURE DATE TOPIC 
 1/21 No Class 

1 1/23 Introduction and Overview 
2 1/25 American Exceptionalism 

 
3 1/28 Habits of the Heart 
4 1/30 Cultures and Subcultures 
5 2/01 What Is Individualism? 

 
6 2/04 Comparative Evidence on Individualism 
7 2/06 Are Americans Exceptionally Individualistic? 
8 2/08 American Dream                                                                                 Quizzes begin! 

 
9 2/11 Cross-National Differences in Inequality 

10 2/13 The Legacy of Socialism 
11 2/15 Why No Socialism in America?                            

 

 2/18 No Class – University Holiday 
12 2/20 Populism and the Rise of Donald Trump 

 2/22 FIRST PAPER DUE BY 11:59 PM 
 

13 2/25 Populism in Europe 
14 2/27 The Culture of Consumerism 
15 3/01 The Downsides of Hyper Consumption 

 
16 3/04 Cross-National Differences in Spending and Saving 
17 3/06 How and Why We Classify Things? 
18 3/08 On the Matter of Desserts and Wine 

 
19 3/11 Mondovino - Documentary 
20 3/13 Mondovino - Documentary 

 3/15 SECOND PAPER DUE BY 11:59 PM 
 

22 3/18 Religion in America 
23 3/20 The Secularization Debate 
24 3/22 The American Puzzle 
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 3/25  

No Lectures – Spring Break  3/27 
 3/29 

 
25 4/01 Religion in Everyday Life 
26 4/03 Truth, Alternative Facts, and Anti-Intellectualism – Part One 
27 4/05 Truth, Alternative Facts, and Anti-Intellectualism – Part Two 

 
30 4/08 Talk About Love 
31 4/10 Marriages and Families 

 4/12 THIRD PAPER DUE BY 11:59 PM                       
 

32 4/15 Cross-National Differences in the Culture of Sex 
33 4/17 Democracy and Civil Society 
34 4/19 Political Apathy                      

 
35 4/22 Political Engagement Close to Home 
36 4/24 What is Militarism? 
37 4/26 Evidence of Militarism 

 
38 4/29 Consequences of Militarism 
39 5/01 American Exceptionalism Revisited 

 5/03 FOURTH PAPER DUE BY 11:59 PM 
 
	
	

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

This syllabus is subject to change.  Changes may be announced in class and/or posted at our class website 
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Required Readings for Comparative Cultures 
 
To obtain the greatest benefit from classroom discussions, I strongly encourage you to complete the reading 
assignments before our class meets and (most certainly) before our exams.  I will not normally go over the 
readings in class.  Lectures are intended to round out these readings and/or put these readings in their broader 
context, not to summarize them (as you can do this easily on your own).  Rest assured, however, that you will be 
required to show command over these materials in your quizzes as well as in your papers. 
 
INTRODUCTION AND OVERVIEW 
§    Please read the syllabus from cover to cover 
§ Josef Joffe.  2008. “A Canvas, not a Country: How Europe Sees America.”  Pages 597-626 in Understanding 

America: The Anatomy of an Exceptional Nation, edited by Peter H. Schuck and James Q. Wilson. New York, 
NY: Public Affairs. 

§ Ann Jones.  2016. “After I Lived in Norway, America Felt Backward.  Here’s Why.”  The Nation, January 28, 
2016.  Link: https://www.thenation.com/article/after-i-lived-in-norway-america-felt-backward-heres-why/ 

 
AMERICAN EXCEPTIONALISM 
§ James Truslow Adams.  [1931] 2001.  “Epilogue.” Pages 401-417 in The Epic of America by James Truslow 

Adams.  Safety Harbor, FL: Simon Publications. 
§ Simon Schama. 2003. “The Unloved American.” The New Yorker, March 10, 2003.   Link: 

https://www.newyorker.com/magazine/2003/03/10/the-unloved-american 
§ Seymour Martin Lipset.  1996. “Introduction.”  Pages 17-28 in American Exceptionalism: A Double-Edged 

Sword by Seymour Martin Lipset.  New York, NY: W. W. Norton & Company. 
 
HABITS OF THE HEART 
§ Robert N. Bellah, Richard Madsen, William M. Sullivan, Ann Swidler, and Steven M. Tipton.  1996. “Culture 

and Character: The Historical Conversation.”  Pages 27-51 in Habits of the Heart: Individualism and 
Commitment in American Life, edited by Robert N. Bellah et al.  Berkeley, CA: University of California Press. 

§ Robert Wuthnow.  2008. “The Sociological Study of Values.”  Sociological Forum 23 (June): 333-343 
 
CULTURES AND SUBCULTURES 
§ Claude S. Fischer.  2010. “The Stories We Tell.”  Pages 1-16 in Made in America: A Social History of American 

Culture and Character by Claude S. Fischer.    Chicago, IL: The University of Chicago Press. 
§ David Riesman.  [1961] 2001.  “Some Types of Character and Society.”  Pages 3-36 in The Lonely Crowd, by 

David Riesman.  New Haven, CT: Yale University Press. 
 
WHAT IS INDIVIDUALISM? 
§ Jeremy Rifkin.   2005. “Creating the Individual.”  Pages 119-132 in The European Dream: How Europe’s 

Vision of the Future is Quietly Eclipsing the American Dream by Jeremy Rifkin.  New York, NY: Penguin. 
§ Alexis de Tocqueville.  2003.  Democracy in America.  Selections.  London, UK: Penguin Books. 
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COMPARATIVE EVIDENCE ON INDIVIDUALISM 
§ Loek Halman.  1996. “Individualism in Individualized Society?  Results from the European Values Survey.”  

International Journal of Comparative Sociology 37 (3-4): 195-214. 
§ Heejung Kim and Hazel Rose Markus.  1999. “Deviance or Uniqueness, Harmony or Conformity?  A Cultural 

Analysis.”  Journal of Personality and Social Psychology 77 (4): 785-800. 
 
ARE AMERICANS EXCEPTIONALLY INDIVIDUALISTIC? 
§ Claude S. Fischer.  2008. “Paradoxes of American Individualism.”  Sociological Forum 23 (June): 363-372. 
§ Robert Wuthnow.  2006. “Quandaries of Individualism.” Pages 38-78 in American Mythos: Why Our Best 

Efforts to Be a Better Nation Fall Short by Robert Wuthnow.  Princeton, NJ: Princeton University Press. 
 
THE AMERICAN DREAM 
• Robert Wuthnow. 2006. “Self-Made Men and Women.”  Pages 104-127 in American Mythos: Why Our Best 

Efforts to Be a Better Nation Fall Short, by Robert Wuthnow.   Princeton, NJ: Princeton University Press. 
• Robert J. Schiller.  2017. “The Transformation of the ‘American Dream.’”  The New York Times, August 4, 

2017.  Link: https://www.nytimes.com/2017/08/04/upshot/the-transformation-of-the-american-dream.html 
§ Joseph E. Stiglitz. 2012. “America’s 1 Percent Problem,” pages 1-27 in The Price of Inequality by Joseph E. 

Stiglitz.  New York, NY: W. W. Norton.   
 
CROSS-NATIONAL DIFFERENCES IN INEQUALITY  
§ Robert Reich. 2013.  Inequality for All.  Watch the entire documentary – Link and required password 

provided at the class website. 
§ Danny Dorling. 2017. “Turning the Tide on Inequality.” Social Europe: October 25, 2017.  Link: 

https://www.socialeurope.eu/turning-tide-inequality 
§ Facundo Alvaredo, Lucas Chancel, Thomas Piketty, Emmanuel Saez and Gabriel Zucman. 2017. “Inequality is 

Not Inevitable, but the US is a ‘recipe’ for Divergence.” The Guardian: December 14, 2017.  Link: 
https://www.theguardian.com/inequality/2017/dec/14/inequality-is-not-inevitable-but-the-us-experiment-
is-a-recipe-for-divergence 

 
THE LEGACY OF NO SOCIALISM 
§ David Halle.  1984. “Position in the System of Production: The Concept of the Working Man.”  Pages 202-230 

in America’s Working Man: Work, Home, and Politics Among Blue-Collar Property Owners by David Halle.  
Chicago, IL: The University of Chicago Press. 

§ Seymour Martin Lipset and Gary Marks.  2000. “The End of Political Exceptionalism?”  Pages 261-294 in It 
Didn’t Happen Here by Seymour Martin Lipset and Gary Marks.  New York, NY: Norton & Co. 
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WHY NO SOCIALISM IN AMERICA? 
§ Eric Foner.  1984. “Why is there no Socialism in the United States?” History Workshop Journal 17 (1): 57-80. 
§ Thomas Frank.  2009.  What’s the Matter with Kansas?  Watch the entire documentary (1 hour and 30 

minutes) for free at this site: https://vimeo.com/107525994 
§ John B. Judis. 2017. “The Socialism America Needs Now.”  New Republic, August 24, 2017.  Link: 

https://newrepublic.com/article/144492/socialism-america-needs-now 
 
POPULISM AND THE RISE OF DONALD TRUMP 
§ Nina Eliasoph. 2017. “Scorn Wars: Rural White People and Us.” Contexts Magazine Winter, April 2017.  Link: 

https://contexts.org/articles/scorn-wars-rural-white-people-and-us/ 
§ Uri Friedman. 2017. “What is a Populist?  And Is Donald Trump One?” The Atlantic, February 27, 2017.  Link: 

https://www.theatlantic.com/international/archive/2017/02/what-is-populist-trump/516525/ 
§ Michael Kazin. 2016. “How Can Donald Trump and Bernie Sanders Both be ‘Populist’?”  The New York Times 

Magazine, March 22, 2016.  Link: https://www.nytimes.com/2016/03/27/magazine/how-can-donald-trump-
and-bernie-sanders-both-be-populist.html 

 
POPULISM IN EUROPE 
§ Anton Jäger.  2018. “The Myth of ‘Populism.” Jacobin, January 3, 2018.  Link: 

https://jacobinmag.com/2018/01/populism-douglas-hofstadter-donald-trump-democracy 
§ Cas Mudde. 2017. “Populism Isn’t Dead.  Here Are Five Things You Need to Know About It.”  The Guardian, 

July 7, 2017.  Link: https://www.theguardian.com/commentisfree/2017/jul/07/populism-dead-european-
victories-centrists 

§ Ronald Inglehart and Pippa Norris. 2017. “Trump and the Populist Authoritarian Parties: The Silent 
Revolution in Reverse.” Perspectives on Politics 15 (2): 443 – 454. 

 
THE CULTURE OF CONSUMERISM 
§ Claude S. Fischer.  2010. “Goods.”  Pages 59-94 in Made in America: A Social History of American Culture and 

Character, by Claude S. Fischer.    Chicago, IL: The University of Chicago Press. 
§ Jeffrey D. Sachs.  2011. “The Distracted Society.”  Pages 133-158 in The Price of Civilization: Reawakening 

American Virtue and Prosperity, by Jeffrey D. Sachs.  New York, NY: Random House. 
 
THE DOWNSIDES OF HYPER CONSUMERISM 
§ Rebecca J. Rosen.  2015. “Can There Be a Less Materialist American Dream?”  The Atlantic, October 7, 2015.  

Link: https://www.theatlantic.com/business/archive/2015/10/juliet-schor-american-dream/409321/ 
§ Juliet Schor.  1999. “The New Politics of Consumption: Why Americans Want So Much More Than They Need.”  

Boston Review (24) Link: http://bostonreview.net/BR24.3/schor.html 
§ Robert Wuthnow.  2006. “Saving Ourselves from Materialism.”  Pages 192-217 in American Mythos: Why Our 

Best Efforts To Be a Better Nation Fall Short, by Robert Wuthnow.   Princeton, NJ: Princeton University Press. 
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CROSS-NATIONAL DIFFERENCES IN SPENDING AND SAVING 
§ Sheldon Garon.  2011. “Why We Spend, Why They Save.”  The New York Times, November 24, 2011.  Link: 

www.nytimes.com/2011/11/25/opinion/why-we-spend-why-they-save.html 
§ Sheldon Garon. 2012. “America the Exceptional.”  Pages 84 - 119 in Beyond Our Means by Sheldon Garon. 

Princeton, NJ: Princeton University Press. 
 
HOW AND WHY WE CLASSIFY THINGS? 
§ Benjamin R. Barber.  2007. “Branding Identities: The Loss of Meaning.”  Pages 166-212 in Consumed: How 

Markets Corrupt Children, Infantalize Adults, and Swallow Citizens Whole by Benjamin R. Barber.  New York, 
NY:  W. W. Norton. 

§ Mary Douglas.  1986. “Institutions Do the Classifying.”  Pages 91-109 in How Institutions Think by Mary 
Douglas.  Syracuse, NY: Syracuse University Press. 

 
ON THE MATTER OF DESSERTS AND WINE 
• Marion Fourcade.  2012. “The Vile and the Noble: On the Relation Between Natural and Social Classifications 

in the French Wine World.”  The Sociological Quarterly 53: 524-545. 
• Michael Krondl.  2011. “A Democracy of Sweetness.”  Pages 305-362 in Sweet Invention: A History of Dessert 

by Michael Krondl.  Chicago, IL: Chicago Review Press. 
 
MONDOVINO (2 SESSIONS) 
§ Jonathan Nossiter.  2004.  Mondovino.  Watch the entire documentary (1 hour and 30 minutes) for free at 

this site: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RE_6clMfMKc 
§ A. O. Scott.  2005. “Amid the Globalization of Wine, a Plea for Its Individuality and Expression of History.” 

New York Times, March 23, 2005.  Link: http://www.nytimes.com/2005/03/23/movies/amid-the-
globalization-of-wine-a-plea-for-its-individuality-and-expression-of-history.html 

 
RELIGION IN AMERICA 
§ Pew Research Center. 2014. “Religious Landscape Study.”  Link: http://www.pewforum.org/religious-

landscape-study/ 
§ Robert Wuthnow.  2008. “Religion.”  Pages 275-305 in Understanding America: The Anatomy of an 

Exceptional Nation, edited by Peter H. Schuck and James Q. Wilson   New York, NY: Public Affairs. 
 
THE SECULARIZATION DEBATE 
§ Ronald Inglehart and Wayne E. Baker. 2000. “Modernization, Cultural Change, and the Persistence of 

Traditional Values.”  American Sociological Review 65 (February): 19-51. 
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THE AMERICAN PUZZLE 
§ Pew-Templeton Global Religious Futures Project.  2010. “Future of World Religions.”  Link: 

http://www.globalreligiousfutures.org/ 
§ Andrew Kohut.  2006. “A Blessed People.”  Pages 91-119 in American Against the World, by Andrew Kohut.  

New York, NY: An Owl Book. 
 
RELIGION IN EVERYDAY LIFE 
§ Mark Chaves.  2002. “Abiding Faith.”  Contexts 1 (Summer):  19-26 
§ Pew Research Center. 2016. “Religion in Everyday Life.” Link: 

http://www.pewforum.org/2016/04/12/religion-in-everyday-life/ 
 
TRUTH, ALTERNATIVE FACTS, AND ANTI-INTELLECTUALISM (TWO SESSIONS) 
§ Julian Baggini.  2017. “Is This Really a Post-Truth World?”  The Guardian, September 17, 2017.  Link: 

https://www.theguardian.com/lifeandstyle/2017/sep/17/is-this-really-a-post-truth-world 
§ William Davis.  2016. “The Age of Post-Truth Politics.” The New York Times, August 24, 2016.  Link: 

https://www.nytimes.com/2016/08/24/opinion/campaign-stops/the-age-of-post-truth-politics.html 
§ Ray Williams.  2014. “Anti-Intellectualism and the ‘Dumbing Down’ of America.” Psychology Today, July 7, 

2014.  Link: https://www.psychologytoday.com/blog/wired-success/201407/anti-intellectualism-and-the-
dumbing-down-america 

 
TALK ABOUT LOVE 
§ Robert N. Bellah, Richard Madsen, William M. Sullivan, Ann Swidler, and Steven M. Tipton.  1996. “Love and 

Marriage.”  Pages 85-112 in Habits of the Heart: Individualism and Commitment in American Life, edited by 
Robert N. Bellah et al.  Berkeley, CA: University of California Press. 

 
MARRIAGES AND FAMILIES 
§ Andrew J. Cherlin.  2005. “American Marriage in the Early Twenty-First Century.”  The Future of Children 15 

(Autumn)” 33-55. 
§ Linda J. Waite and Melissa J. K. Howe.  2008. “The Family.”   Pages 309-340 in Understanding America: The 

Anatomy of an Exceptional Nation, edited by Peter H. Schuck and James Q. Wilson   New York, NY: Public 
Affairs. 

 
CROSS NATIONAL DIFFERENCES IN THE CULTURE OF SEX 
§ Amy Schalet.  2010. “Sex, Love, and Autonomy in the Teenage Sleepover.”  Contexts 9 (3): 16-21 
 
DEMOCRACY AND CIVIL SOCIETY 
§ Mary A. Glendon. 1991. “The Land of Rights.”  Pages 1-17 in Rights Talk: The Impoverishment of Political 

Discourse, by Mary A. Glendon.  New York, NY: Free Press. 
§ Andrew Kohut.  2006. “Doing Business, Practicing Democracy.”  Pages 120-137 in America Against the World 

by Andrew Kohut.  New York, NY: An Owl Book. 
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POLITICAL APATHY  
§ Ross Ramsey.  2013. “Why Must Voting Be So Hard?”  New York Times, August 3, 2013.  Link: 

http://www.nytimes.com/2013/08/04/us/why-must-voting-be-be-so-hard.html 
§ Sean McElwee.  2015. “Why Non-Voters Matter.”  The Atlantic, September 15, 2015.  Link: 

http://www.theatlantic.com/politics/archive/2015/09/why-non-voters-matter/405250/ 
 
POLITICAL ENGAGEMENT CLOSE TO HOME 
§ Arthur C. Brooks.  2008. “Philanthropy and the Non-Profit Sector.”  Pages 539-562 in Understanding America: 

The Anatomy of an Exceptional Nation, edited by Peter H. Schuck and James Q. Wilson   New York, NY: Public 
Affairs. 

§ Nina Eliasoph.  1997. “’Close to Home’: The Work of Avoiding Politics.”  Theory and Society 26: 605-647. 
§ Rob Reich.  2013. “What Are Foundations For?” Boston Review, March 1, 2013.  Link: 

http://bostonreview.net/forum/foundations-philanthropy-democracy 
 
WHAT IS MILITARISM? 
§ Jack Citrin.  2008. “Political Culture.”  Pages 147-180 in Understanding America: The Anatomy of an 

Exceptional Nation, edited by Peter H. Schuck and James Q. Wilson.    New York, NY: Public Affairs. 
§ Andrew Kohut.  2006. “Globalization and Americanization.”  Pages 138-161 in America Against the World by 

Andrew Kohut.  New York, NY: An Owl Book. 
§ Howard Zinn.  2005. “The Power and the Glory: Myths of American Exceptionalism.”  Boston Review, Summer 

2005.  Link: http://bostonreview.net/BR30.3/zinn.php 
 
EVIDENCE OF MILITARISM IN AMERICA 
§ Tom Engelhardt.  2014. “The Chilling Rise of American Militarism.”  Salon, December 14, 2014.  Link: 

http://www.salon.com/2014/12/14/the_chilling_rise_of_american_militarism/ 
§ Joshua Foust. 2011.  The Politics of American Militarism.  The Atlantic, August 31, 2011.  Link: 

http://www.theatlantic.com/international/archive/2011/08/the-politics-of-american-militarism/244376/ 
 
CROSS-NATIONAL DIFFERENCES IN MILITARISM 
§ Jeremy Rifkin.  2005. “Waging Peace.”  Pages 283-314 in The European Dream, by Jeremy Rifkin.  New York, 

NY: Penguin. 
§ Adam Taylor.  2015. “Chart: U.S. Defense Spending Still Dwarfs the Rest of the World.”  The Washington Post, 

February 11, 2015.  Link: https://www.washingtonpost.com/news/worldviews/wp/2015/02/11/chart-u-s-
defense-spending-still-dwarfs-the-rest-of-the-world/ 
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CONSEQUENCES OF MILITARISM  
§ Dirk Kurbjuweit.  2013. “Paranoia Has Undermined US Democracy.”  Spiegel Online International, November 

8, 2013.  Link: http://www.spiegel.de/international/world/paranoia-has-undermined-united-states-claim-to-
liberal-democracy-a-932326.html 

§ Melvin Goodman.  2015.  National Insecurity: The Cost of American Militarism.”  Watch this 1 hour video with 
Melvin Goodman.  Link: https://vimeo.com/129141564 

§ Wendel Bell. 2003. “How Has American Life Changed Since September 11?”  Journal of Futures Studies, 
August 2003, 8(1): 73-80. 

 
AMERICAN EXCEPTIONALISM REVISITED 
§ Peter Beinart.  2017. “How Trump Wants to Make America Exceptional Again.”  The Atlantic, February 2, 

2017.  Link: https://www.theatlantic.com/politics/archive/2017/02/how-trump-wants-to-make-america-
exceptional-again/515406/ 

§ Vladimir V. Putin. 2013. “A Plea for Caution from Russia.”  The New York Times, September 11, 2013.  Link: 
http://www.nytimes.com/2013/09/12/opinion/putin-plea-for-caution-from-russia-on-
syria.html?pagewanted=all 


